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Cefani 20-22 May 2022 

Hosts: Waters 

 

Should We Stay Or Should We Go????? 

This was the question in many a household, as we were greeted with some much needed rain (some would say 

torrential) on Friday morning. However, once committed to go there was no turning back. 

On our trip there, as we left the relative safety of the pot hole riddled tar road, onto the muddy road down to Cefani, 

it soon became apparent as to how much rain had fallen. The road had turned into a muddy play pen, or so the 

Ranger and Fleetline thought with the way they were sliding from side to side. The driver and co-driver weren’t 

worried but the same could not be said for the back seat driver. We won’t mention names. After a slow 30 minute 

drive we eventually reached the sites. Gillian and Hanno arrived minutes apart and soon their tents where up.  

 

The Wittstocks, Hodgekinsons and Friends had already towed their vans out the Thursday. Although the 

Hodgekinson’s van was there, Shaun and Hanna decided to only come out the Saturday. The rain started to abate 

just long enough for us all to set up before the heavens opened up again. This however did not stop us from lighting 

the fires. The sherry was flowing and Belinda also made some amazing gluhwein, (I’ve been told). 
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As with the usual chit chat around the fire we all discussed the probability of our rafts floating the next day, should 

we be able to get them into the water. But as luck would have it Saturday morning started off rather wet too. It was 

then decided to call off the anything that floats competition. Saturday afternoon saw the weather clear up a little 

and we took a stroll down to the lagoon. A sandboard made its appearance and a few campers showed their skills (or 

not) going down the sand dunes.  Sundowners at the view point is a must and we all tackled the steep uphill for 

some breath taking views. Some resorted to playing Rummy cup and bocce ball to keep busy. Fires where lit rather 

early and Hanno even tried some of Belinda’s Gluhwein later in the evening.  

   

Sunday morning was another fantastic day, loads of much needed sunshine to dry out everything. We were all 

surprised when we walked down to the lagoon, as the mouth had opened up and literally drained it. After indaba we 

all set off to pack-up slowly and make our way home. Thankfully we all made it up the not so muddy road the Sunday 

afternoon. Till we meet again……….. 


